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Established 1894

SANDSPUR

College Newspaper

WINTER PARK, FLORIDA, WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 22, 1950

FROSH ELECTION STORY TOLD
Council Vetoes

Blame Rests
W i t h Council

Vote Telling

In a meeting in which President
Ken Horton freely expressed his
opinion from the chair and the only
interjection of strict parliamentary
procedure caused confusion among
the assembled members, Student
Council voided the entire freshman
elections in order to satisfy charges
that there was electioneering a t
the polls.
The meeting on Monday, November 13 in Alumni House lasted a
hot and heavy hour and 35 minutes.
Although
Council's
By-Laws
have no regulation against electioneering, President Horton announced that it was the election
committee's decision that the voting "could have been swayed" by
the actions registered in the com-

The brief half hour Student
Council meeting held in Alumni
House last Monday w a s spent in
debate over the questions of the
college's closing early for Christmas vacation, t h e need of a photographers bulletin board in the
Center, and the publishing of election results.
President Ken Horton saw Dean
Cleveland about t h e much-discussed (controversy over classes
being dismissed for Christmas on
Friday r a t h e r than on Saturday as
scheduled, and he was referred to
Dean Stone, who replied t h a t because the college must remain open
a specific number of days, the Fall
n Satur
Tern will e
December 16.

Although Council's action called
for a complete re-run, the candidates defeated in the primary withdrew their nominations.
"I'm sorry better precautions
weren't taken," President Horton
stated in answer t o a question on
whose fault it was that the polls
were unprotected and there were
no rules governing voting proce-

Joel Hutzler, Sandspur Photoiggested t h a t a
graphic Editor,
>ard be placed in the r e a r of the
Center for student photographers
to exhibit their work, t h e rental
to be p u t into a Sandspur Photographic Supply Fund.
Recent freshman elections gave
rise to t h e suggestion t h a t numerical results of elections be published in the interests of a more
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
democratic system. In answer to
Gleason Greene, who introduced
Thursday, November 23
the subject, Diane Vigeant held
Holiday
that, " I t ' s too personal a thing.
Members of the Rollins family
7:30 PM Outdoor Movie, in Th
The campus is too small."
are invited to attend the third program of the free Motion Pictures
of the Americas this Sunday, November 26, a t four o'clock, at the
Music Guild To
PM Chapel Fund
Annie Russell Theatre.
The three color movies and the
Present Concert
Sunday, November 26
The Rollins Student Mu c Guild two black and white describe the
9:45 AM Chapel
will present their annual concert making of coffee; the St. Louis
11:00 AM After Chapel Club
this Sunday evening, November Zoo; apple processing in Washing26th, a t 8:15 p.m. a t the Woman's ton State; the story of the Incas;
and the people of the Great Smoky
Club, Jack Reardon, Guild PresiMountains.
dent, announced today.
In color will be shown Washing8:15 PM Mus
Appearing on the program will ton State, a description of AppleThe Wintei
be: Marshall Stone, Mack Israel, land showing the processing of
Club. Even
and Jeannine Romer, pianists; the apple into applesauce and other ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
Natalie Mieler and Fred McFalls, products, and Land of the Incas,
ll
\ V / II
violinists;
Shirley
Christensen, the story of the Incas and their
vocalist.
descendants, showing ruins and
There will be no admission neighboring country.
charge, b u t a collection will be
Another color film to be shown
taken for the benefit of the Rollins is Seuthern Highlanders, a picture
Conservatory Building Fund.
(Continued on Page 8)
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Beloved Rollins

Registrar

Miss Laura Neville

Dies

Miss Laura May Neville, reg- gernon Sydney Sullivan Medallion,
i s t r a r , died Sunday morning a t the one of the highest honors the college can bestow.
Florida Sanitarium.
During the Second World War,
Michigan-born, Miss Neville was
a graduate of t h e University of Miss Neville won the hearts of
Washington. She came to Florida many servicemen when she served
as
program director for the Rollins
in 1930 and has been associated
with the Rollins administration Star Unit.
since 1933.
In addition she put in many
She was given the full duties of hours of volunteer Red Cross
college registrar in 1948. She was
Vlllg.
not t h e typical statistician regisMiss Neville was active ii the
t r a r found in most colleges accord- Methodist church and sang with
ing to Dean Stone.
Rollins' Bach Choir.
She is survived by her mother,
g r e a t deal of interest in t h e stu- an aunt, both of Winter Park, and
dents," he said. "Under h e r the a brother and sister.
r e g i s t r a r ' s office took on the work
of counselling students in their
In 1946 she v,

warded the Al- !

"I admit I'm definitely in favor
of a new election" he added from
the chair.
Flanked as usual by the American and Rollins flags, Horton faced
the questions of the groups. "If
the Council rules arbitararily i
this
) do,
Six groups will compete
j run-offs, Wednesday, November 29, does it win the support of the
asked
Independent
to pick the winner of the talent freshmen?"
I contests sponsored by the Inde- Men's representative Dick Vreependent men. Lambda Chi, Pi
After Council had decided in
Phi ,Delta Chi, Phi Mu, Alpha Phi,
j and Gamma Phi will participate. favor of a complete second ballotThe second talent night was held ing, the group set u p a dearth of
rules
to eliminate a third election
I Friday, November 11, under the
direction of Dan Bradley with and issued a statement on the why
Derek Dunn-Rankin acting as M.C. and wherefore of the new voting.
It is Council's intention, as exj The Independent Men's introduc' tion opened the show and they pressed by its president, to make
j were followed by Bill Muncey and the rules law, incorporating them
into
the By-Laws in further seshis band.

Talent

Night

Finals, Nov. 29

| The first skit was given by th<
l Alpha Phi's. The story, "Once song, represented the Gamma
Upon A Time," told by Dall;
Phi's. Phi Mu, last on the program, had a skit called, "The Man
Grandma Williams had as i That Came for Dinner," which
took place in Africa. The highJan MacGaw,
singing
a Scottish
moral
Hare today,
goon
tomo
(Continued on page 8)

illie W i l k i n s o n "
"
dency
Wins
Presi
In Firosh Run-Off Nine Rollins Students
n the Beancry of the Freshman elections
To Who's Who
caught the students unaware over Elected

the outcome of the second election.
Nine outstanding Rollins Coladministration major, presiBill Wilkinson became president lege seniors were elected this week dent of X Club, football and basketamid loud cheers and congratulated to Who's Who Among Students in ball varsity member, and active on
Sheila Libby on becoming Vice- American Universities and Col- the Student-Faculty Disciplinary
Pres. Inez Libby joined her Chi- leges, annual directory of distin- Committee.
cago cousin on the Freshman Of- guished students from more than
Jack
McCauslin,
Monteverde,
ficers' staff by being the new S e c - 600 schools throughout the coun- Economics
major,
member of
treas.
try.
Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity, StuBill Wilkinson, who
Students recognized for campus dent Council, and Choir. Last year
Huntsville, Alabama, made this leadership and high character a r e :
von first place in the Reeve
statement: "I want b thank the Don Brinegar, Miami, business ad- Oratorical Contest.
Freshmen for electing me as th
ministration major, president of
Marjorie
Norris,
Winchester,
president. Thanks too for givi
Sigma Nu fraternity,
Student Mass., history major, president of
me the able assistance of She
Council comptroller, and " R " Ath- Libra and Key honorary societies,
and Inez Libby in the offices
letic Club member.
member Kappa Kappa Gamma, Pi
Veep and Sectres.
Kenneth Horton, St. Petersburg, Gamma Mu, and basketball, volley"We have a lot of plans and id<
president of Student Council, foot- ball, tennis, archery and hockey
we hope to carry out. A "Sa
ball and baseball letterman, and
H a w k i n s ' " Day Dance, Dec.
member of Lambda Chi Alpha, Pi
Jeannine Romer, Atlanta, Ga.,
Gamma Mu and Omicron Delta president Phi Beta honorary music
for
Kappa fraternities. Horton is ma- and speech fraternity, member Phi
- thr class, is first (
the 1
hoping for a fin
joring in accounting.
Mu sorority and Pi Kappa Lambda
James Kelly, Punta Gorda, busi(Continued on page 8)
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Now Hear This
By DICK PARKER

:

This is my first letter to an Editor,
but the implications of a question
asked me by one of your reporters
last Saturday afternoon are so important that I feel I should write you
about them.
This reporter called me and spoke
Ma v Sk,
to this effect: "I have heard about a
PhTto ? h° ""E
petition gotten up by a student about
1u
|r
the food in the Beanery, and I am
calling you for permission to print
it."
A few questions revealed that the
issue of the Sandspur was to go to
f Baldwin, Fred McFall
press within two hours; Mr. Tiedtke
had not seen the petition; and Dr.
Faculty advisor of the
Peggy Munch, Bi
is, Janice Eldredge, Whitaker,
Sandspur, had not been consulted.
aland? C S r ,
Jackie t a l k e r . " " '
My answer, in effect, was: "I do not
give or withhold permission to students to publish any article in the
Sandspur. I can only advise. My
suggestion, in view of the fact that
Joel Hutzler, Add Warner7 Ann Garretson, Stan Rudd
you have so little time, is to hold the
Joanne Moseley, Eleanor Signaigo, Barbara Coleman
article for your next issue; get an
answer to the petition from Mr.
Tiedtke; and publish both the petition and Mr. Tiedtke's answer, so that
your readers can have both sides of
the question at the same time."
As soon as I could I called Dr.
Whitaker, and he agreed with me that
neither the administration nor he, as
advisor, should exercise a censorship
as to what should go into the Sandspur, and he agreed also that it was
policy to publish both sides of
She shall have . . . "such'character- good
istics of heart and mind as evince a the question at the same time.
The incident and the questions inspirit of love for and helpfulness
volved
were then brought to the attoward other men and women." That
is the standard by which are chosen tention of the Executive Council. It
the recipients of Rollins highest is the unanimous opinion of this
that: (1) Neither the adminhonor, the Algernon Sydney Sullivan group
istration nor the faculty advisor
Medallion.
should censor the articles written for
The unanimous choice of the com- the Sandspur; (2) That the faculty
mittee in 1946 was Miss Laura M. advisor would be wise to encourage
Neville, who died last Sunday morn- the simultaneous presentation of both
sides of any controversial issue; (3)
ing.
That the Sandspur should publish
"She was one of the most unselfish any petitions from students to the
people I have ever known," said Dean faculty or the administration.
Wendell C. Stone.
On this last point, however, it
Dr. Hamilton Holt wrote on hear- seems to all of us wise for petitions
ing of her serious illness "She is one to pass, through constitutional chanof the finest women I have met in my nels. If the constitution is defective,
life, self-effacing, modest, efficient, then by due process, it should be
always thinking of others, generous, changed. Extra-legal proceedings are
and winning. Her place can never the down fall of democracy.
We do not know whether or not
exactly be filled."
the proponents of this petition feel
Who was this remarkable woman? that they do not have representation
What made her so loved and honored ? on the student council which would
Perhaps the answer lies behind the make impossible for them to present
Christmas cards she got each year their petition through this body. As
during the war from soldiers in far- you all know, Dean Cleveland and I
flung battlefronts all over the world, have been advocating the full degree
cards that continued to come from of self-government to the students,
men she had known only weeks as consistent with the amount of reprogram director for the Rollins Star sponsibility they will assume.
unit.
To us, a petition of this sort inDuring those hectic years of the volves the interests of the entire,
body, and should pass
war when servicemen were sent to student
through
constitutional channels
Rollins for refresher courses, Miss available the
to the students for the
Neville never knew whether they protection
of the interests and welmight be here two _ weeks or six fare of all. Consequently, Dean
months. Yet hers was the job of Cleveland and I, as advisors to the
scheduling their courses. It wa
Student Council, are requesting this
task for three women. Still, when body to take cognizance of this petia man had a knotty scheduling prob- tion.
lem, he found a quiet, patient Miss
Alex. Waite,
Neville to give him her full time in
Dean of Administration.
helping find a solution. Nothing
seemed to disturb her equable calm,
not even the eighteen-hour days she
put in by working overtime in the
office and volunteering her nights as
a Red Cross driver.
Editor the Sandspur:
On week ends when one might exIn last week's Sandspur, on the
pect her to be home resting, gather- righthand column on the front page,
ing energy for the next week's work, I read:—"Dean Cleveland suggestshe would be home but in at a house ed to Ken Horton, who had already
filled with servicemen losing a little asked about the problem, that the
homesickness in the warmth of her girls try to settle the matter with
hospitality.
"leir individual professors."
This is an error. What I said was
Her work in the Methodist church,
her singing in the Bach Choir were that in certain classes—Knowles Hall
just some of the little services she Lab, Art Studio, and Theatre Arts
scenery buildings—shorts had always
rendered almost unnoticed.
been permitted, but that in all other
As Dr. Holt said in presenting her classes shorts, etc., were not allowed.
the Medallion: "Laura M. Neville, . . . I also said that although it might take
you are a shining example of what a girl a considerable amount of time
happens when one has real love for to get dressed for a dance or a date,
others."
DDR
it took practically no time to change
1.

A Shining Example

Correction on Shorts

NOVEMBER

22, 1950

MEMO ON FRESHMEN

A funny, but satirical incident happened d u r i n g a performance of one of the
minor plays in New York City about two
years ago. The doors had just opened, and
outside was a mass of confusion with firstnighters pushing and j a b b i n g each other.
Unnoticed by all, a small dog had surreptitiously entered the theater and without
trouble secured himself a hiding place.
When the orchestra was playing the overture, the dog yelped but fortunately for
him and our story he wasn't heard. Near the
end of the play, the mutt bravely sauntered
down the middle aisle and to everyone's
amazement he suddenly sat down and
watched the play with vain curiosity. H e
sat there rigid for ten minutes, his eyes
going back and forth with the motion of
the people on stage.
When the play was over, there was more
confusion than before because people were
standing in the aisles talking about the production. But did he dog have any complimentary or critical remarks about the play ?
No. Why? He couldn't speak.
I doubt if anyone in this crowd could
answer " y e s " sincerely. T h e audience had
paid to get in, and that's all. The crowd
naturally had something to say about the
play, but they were just like the dog who
had said nothing. If anyone of them had
expressed a complimentary statement and
meant it, he'would have assumed the responsibility at making the public understand and realize that histrionics is not
easy as most people mean it to be, but that
it is hard and tough work, requiring more
than the usual eight hour day, that it takes
patience and time for the exactiude of a
part; the precise and accurate planning of
the whole production must be made months
beforehand; and that no matter what happens the play i n u s t go on.
Just paying at the box-office is only a
minute part of appreciation from the theater-goers. Your real token is a hearty and
sincere applause at the end and to help remove the ignorant bias that the public
thinks acting silly and easy.
Furthermore, many people will say that
the theater was meant for women and tha
men who go on the sage are sissies. This is
an absolutely, unfounded statement. The
remark is only an excuse for getting out of
he s
Courage is the requii
t for r
the theater's stiff demands, and if anybody
would like to experience what I have been
writing about, I would like to have him
try it and still retain his 'sweet disposition'
when he's through.

CHAPEL TOWER

A Vote of Confidence
"Never give in," says the Old Scot's Golf
Manual, "your opponent micht dee." T h a t
is really p l a y i n g against long odds. Sometimes you wonder if you are not living
against long odds when you go on believing in decency, kindness, and the other
heroic virtues. T h e shreds of evidence that
people really care are so few.
That is why so many people were excited
about a news dispatch that came from Norway last month. But let me begin at the
beginning. After the first World W a r the
Norwegians brought destitute
German
children into their homes. There they were
fed and clothed until they were strong and
healthy and then sent back to Germany. I t

from a dress into shorts or a bathing
suit, but that if girls had too little
time to get back to their dorms between their last academic class and
their Phys Ed class, I suggested they
wear a dress or extra skirt over their
sport clothes. As printed, the Sandspur article was misleading, and I
should be grateful if you could correct that impression.
As a matter of fact Ken agreed
with me and said that most of the
fellows felt the same way, and that
no man would consider it o.k. to go
to class dressed in shorts and no
shirt, which is the way they mostly
dress for their phys ed. classes.
Marian van Buren Cleveland

W h y Elections Re-run
The Student Council lias decided
that the Freshman Elections held last
week shall be declared null and void
because of the following facta:
1 Candidate or candidates were
seen loitering at the election box during Wednesday's primary election.
2 Complaints were registered because of the above actions.
3 The Chairman ol the Election
Board told candidate or candidates
Thursday not to loiter at the election
box after their ballot had been cast.
4. Candidate or candidates evidently disregarded the request made
by the Chairman of the Election
Board, as candidate or candidates
were frequently seen at the election
box throughout Thursday's election.
5 A formal complaint was registered with the Election Board
Thursday because of the above incidents.
6. There are no written rules in
the R Book concerning election procedures; however, the Election Board
conducts the elections, and the President of the Student Association
serves as Chairman of this board.
7. It was decided that a verbal order issued by the.Chairman of the
Election Board to candidate or candidates not to loiter at the election
box was an election procedure that
had been violated since the Election
Board is vested with the power of
conducting the election.
8. Because of the foregoing facts,
the Council decided t h a t : a. There
should be another complete Freshman election, b. Rules and regulations in regard to the election will be
given candidates and posted before
the election starts.
It must be borne in mind that since
the Council makes the rules which
are printed in the R Book (this is in
reference to the Student Association
Constitution and By-Laws), the
Council therefore has the power to
incorporate rules and regulations regarding matters coming within the
Council's jurisdiction.
Heretofore
there has been no written election
procedures and it is with the above
authority that the Council has decided to pass rules and regulations
for the Freshman Election.
The following rules.will regulate
Freshman Election procedures:
1. The Election Box will be put on
the state at the rear of the Center.
2. Two tables behind the Election
Box will be provided for voters.
3. No campaign literature will be
placed within 30 feet of the Election
Box.
4. No students or candidates will
be allowed to loiter within 30 feet of
the Election Box.
5. A candidate violating the above
rules will be automatically dropped
from the ballot.
6. If any of the above rules are
broken, then voting will be suspended
until the offenders have been corrected.
Ken Horton
President, Student Council
was widely alleged and never denied—so
far as I know—that these same German
children were the core of the Nazi invasion
of Norway. T h e young Nazi fanatics ruthlessly betrayed the families and friends
who had fed and clothed them when they
were children.
The news dispatch from Oslo reads.
"Sixty German Children have come to Norway for a three months' visit to Norwgian
homes. A similar number have just gone
back to G e r m a i n , b a v i n - - l i n e d an averno

;

Or is (

istically meeting the needs of our world.
To give up to the way of hate and retaliation is to really go back to the jungle. The
Chapel Fund Hrive this week is our vole of
confidence in kindness and mercy; our
gifts are concrete evidence of the concern
we feel for people in our own community in
Florida and the community of the world.
Register your concern by Giving to the
Chapel Fund Drive!
T. Darrah
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Chapel Fund Drive

Why Give?
Inter Faith
Race Relations

W h a t is the Chapel F u n d Drive for? W h y do we ask
what seems like such a large sum of money from each one
of y o u ? The Chapel is your Chapel, and therefore, your

The Inter-faith and Race Relations
Committee
functions
for the purpose of furthering
better relations among the rac-

responsibility. I t cannot function only by the Grace of
G o d ; it needs your support. This Chapel F u n d Drive provides the funds on which the Chapel and all its activities

3 adopted
two Seminole Indian children,
and is planning to adopt another this year. In this" way they
provide these children with educational opportunities, and other material aid. On Thanksgiving the Race Relations Committee is sponsoring a party for the
Colored Day Nursery for a
group of ninety Negro children
all under the age of six.
These are only a few of their
activities. This committee works
in close connection with the
Winter Park Race Relations
committee. It needs your help,
won't you give i t ?

The Chapel is a vital p a r t of Rollins. T h r o u g h it's
name goes out to the local ccmmunity
nity Service), to the state (Inter-faith and Race
Relations), to the whole world (International Relations).
I t is up to each of us to support the Chapel F u n d Drive.

What Your
International
Relations Club

A club of this nature caii only
function and prosper through
the interest and co-operation of
you students. Help us make
this club a success. By doing
so, we, in our small way, will
contribute to the peace of the

" If you read over this page you will get a pretty clear picture of what is happening with your money.
We wish that it could be a real sacrifice for each
person to give $2.00. Your two dollars buys a meal for a
starving Greek boy. Your two dollars is going to help

operate for the next fiscal year.

The International Relations
Club is for the purpose of creating a greater interest and un»
derstanding between the people
of this nation and those of foreign nations.
Because we, here at Rollins,
are so far from the countries
in which we are interested, the
main way t h a t we can aid our .
foreign friends is through national
service" organizations.
This aid is made possible by
t h e Chapel Fund Drive.
This year We would like to
send $500 to the World Student
Service Fund, continue the upkeep of our two war orphans,
and send some scientific equipment to the Free University in
Berlin.
Besides these foreign aids,
our meetings are built around
the theme of "better understanding". This is done by movies, speakers, and roundtables
about the people, customs, pol-

Do you realize the wide scope of the phrase "Chapel

provide an education for some bomb-battered

European

boy. Your two dollars gives the kids at the Colored Day
Nursery something to be thankful for on Thanksgiving
day. Your two dollars means the last ray of hope for a
charity case that has been turned down everywhere else.
Help us to go over the top this year. DON'T GIVE 'TILL
IT HURTS; GIVE UNTILL IT FEELS GOOD!

Dollars Do
Community
Service

ft!700 |
^

i- -

K

^•- c

C)

The Community Service Committee is one of the three groups
which is a part of the Rollins
Chapel. It works in close coor. dination with the Chapel Staff,,
the Race Relations, and the International Relations groups.
Because of the nature of its
work the Community Service
Committee has to remain flexible and for this reason it is impossible to state their entire
program. They have planned
and are in the middle of an active program this year.
There is a large group doing
excellent work with the White
Day Nursery. A library hour
has been started on Saturday
mornings which involves reading to the children of the community and familarizing them
with books; one girl goes down
to the infirmary each day to
visit any student who is there
and the committee also sending
flowers to any Rollins student
who has to go to the hospital.
Throughout the year the activities of the Community Service increase and their responsibilities become more demanding
as individual cases in need of
financial aid are reported. Help
them to help you! Give to Chapel Fund Drive.

FOUR

ROLLINS

RENT ONE
$4.00 a week
$1.50 a day
.25 an hour
Reserve a bike for
The Weekend Now!

From
THE WOOD SHOP
258 PARK AVE.
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"Corn" Is
First Hit

Angler Club
Ready To Roll

See Florida by bike

3-3301

SWEET TALK
Meet me a t t h e Sugar Plum . . .
with your Xmas list and you can
send the folks back home a typical
Florida Xmas—good and good-toe a t ! There are Florida pure fruit
jellies beautifully packed . . . orange blossom honey . . . perfect
pecan halves in gift packs . . .
besides the famous Florida Zombie . . . a coconut confection flavored with imported rum and Florida Delights made of tropical
fruits. We could go on and on—
and of course our own pralines and
chocolates packed beautifully for
Xmas in special gift boxes. See

Within a radius of forty miles of
Winter Park, Florida, there are
over 1,000 lakes and streams in
which reside the most diversified
and extensive accumulation of
fresh water fish in the nation.
Thirty miles directly east of here
is the Atlantic Ocean with unlimited opportunities for deep sea fishing and other open water sport.
To take full advantage of the opportunities provided for by these
areas is the avowed purpose of the
Rollins Anglers, a new campus organization created just recently by
a group of sportsminded students
and faculty.
It is their contention that not
only have the possibilities of such
areas teen overlooked but that
there are also many students who
desire to learn the rudiments of
fishing but have been prevented
from doing so by a dearth of good
instruction.
The Rollins Anglers not only
plan to organize fishing trips to
of t h e state, but

Johnson's
BARBER SHOP

THlTsUGAR PLUM
Next to Colony Theatre

Only 2 Miles to
SHOWALTER
AIR PARK

START
FLYING
NOW!

FOR THE PERFECT GIFT
Knit Him
TIES — Argyles, Monograms, Stripes, Checks — Kits $1.19
SOCKS — Argyles, Plaids, Cables — Town and Sport
100% Wool or Nylon
$1.39 to $1.98
SWEATERS — 2 oz.

Sport yarns $.79 — Casalaine sport yarn $1.00
GET YOUR IDEAS AND FREE INSTRUCTIONS AT
ORLANDO'S YARN CENTER

New Shipments Arriving Daily
Turtle and Crew Neck
Bramer Sweaters

^

Flannel Skirts — 5 colors

*

Taffeta Ballerina Skirts

+

Exquisite Metal Link Belts
AT

Lohr Lea
All Rollins Invited

The Three
Muses

Rollii i College will be runninj
not one but two a r t museums thi
year when the Morse A r t Gallery
takes over the operation of the
Center Street gallery in Winter
Park. In the past this institution
has been running as a commercial
The next meeting will be on No- venture, where the work of local
ember 29, a t 7 o'clock in the arists was offered for sale,
Chapel Conference Room. .Dr. Ed- gallery will continue to be
Granberry will speak on surf commercially by the, Morse.
fishing, and there will probably be
movies. General organization and
Casting has teen completed for
election of officers will take place,
and there will be a discussion of the second Annie Russell producthe first field trip. All persons tion "The Madwoman of Ghaillot'
interested are cordially invited to and quite a job it was. This play
has one of the largest casts of any
play on the modern stage,, forty
characters, and although some
NANCY'S
the Rollins actors a r e doubling
Park Avenue Beauty Shop on bit parts there will still be
extensive herd of people working
Hair Styling
out a t the Annie Russell.

Phone 4-6331
532 Park Ave., S.

A group of students a t the conservatory have formed the "Florida Artists Bureau" for t h e purpose of supplying local talent to

10% —
On

Men's Store
Colonialtown by Donut Dinette

RICHARD D. KNIGHT'S
SALON OF BEAUTY
Proctor's Centre
Phone 4-3031

SERVICE SHOE SHOP
FLOYD WHEELER, Manager

at the

Use Your Credit Tickets for Christmas Buying

BY T H E UNDERPASS

Eleanor Hummel, who was asked
to portray the lightweight Miss
Ronberry, was t h e personification
of Victorian modesty and mental
befuddlement.
Peggy Burnett as
Mrs.
Watty
was convincingly
Cockney. Ray McMullin and Shirley Christensen in minor roles,
rounded out a highly satisfactory

WALLETS — ELGIN WATCHES

Meet The Press
Journalism runs in Tally Mertt's family. Her uncle is editor-chief of t h e Ashland (Wisconn) Daily News, her mother is society editor, he
father wire ed
itor, a n d
he
g r a n d father i
known as t h
" W i l l ' Rogers o
the
Northwest
because of th
e d i t o r i a l s he|
per.
Tally f o l - |
lows in this tradition. _. .
sports editor of her school paper
Okinawa, J a p a n , although she
•s "I don't look like a sports
editor". Tally's current job is writ:
-ig features for the Sandspur.

RHINESTONE JEWELRY in colors
EAR RINGS

$1.50 a Person
HIGHWAY 17-92

The brothers Walker portrayed
their respective characters with
finish and proficiency. Gerard successfully conveyed the stuffiness
of the Squire. It was Ranny's
twentieth role, and his performance as John Goronwy Jones demonstrated t h a t he is the veteran
of veterans.

BATES'

N E W POSTAL BUILDING, WINTER PARK

Served from 12 Noon to Midnight

Lynn Bailey's performance as
Bessie W a t t y was professional. It
was highlighted by the transition
from a pouting, belligerent child to
a lady of easy virtue.

No mere cataloguing of the
organizations. The bureau is
der the management of Marshall actors' contributions would do justice to the production which, unStone.
der director Dorsett's skillful hand,
was a tender and glowing realization of the author's purpose. Mr.
To Rollins Students
Dorsett had the assistance of a
fine set by Richard Verigan. Mr.
Introductory Discount — 10%
Verigan's cottage interior was efAll November Purchases
fective and authentic, as was the
background suggestion of Welsh
countryside.

P. F . HENDRICK, Owner

To be served FAMILY STYLE

Morgan Evans, t h e most talented
of her pupils, lived at the touch of
Henry Shannon's artistry. For
this reviewer, Shannon's highest
moments were his two long
speeches. He was equally effective
in reviling and thanking his bene-

121 E. Lyman Ave.

Old Fashioned Full Course
THANKSGIVING
DINNER
Thursday, Nov. 23rd

The Maitland Inn

.lan Olson had the difficult task
of playing a role t h a t is virtually
the personal property of Ethel
Barrymore. It was no easy assignment to make credible the
strong-willed
spinster
school
teacher who is determined to bring
"the printed page . . . one of the
miracles of our t i m e " to the illiterate children of a grimy Welsh
coal town but Miss Olson acquitted
herself admirably.

INVITES YOU TO BROWSE

382 N. Orange Ave.

it

fofl

The new season of The Rollins
Players has opened
brilliantly.
Their production of Kmlyn Williams' "The Corn Is Green", under
the capable direction of Wilbur
Horsed, gave their audienceH a
most rewarding evening in the the-

t Rol
are going to run a "fishing clinic"
as well, in which any and all aspects of fishing will be taught.
Guest speakers will be featured
at meetings of the club, discussing
such topics as "surf fishing, deep
fishing, under water spear fishing, construction of rods and lures,
, etc., etc." I t is well to point
out that the people forming this
nization are experts in their
field who are ready and willing to
lake their knowledge and experince available to interested per-

T H E KNITTING NOOK

Phone 9667

By Lou .

••k,^M

J. CALVIN MAY
JEWELER

ELY
INSURANCE AGENCY
General Insurance
Phone 3-8441

108 Park Ave. Winter Park
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FRATERNITIES
DER MUSIC A N D DON UTS

TAP SEVENTY

\Frosh Pledge
\KA's Jap 22
them
kling
week
cially

Photo by Joel Hutzler
It looks like t h e music was sweet and low when t h e Kappa Kappa
Gamma's pledges threw a party for entering students in a gaily
decorated Pugsley Hall Sunday night.

70 Rollins men, most of
freshmen with a fair sprinof transfers, went Greek this
when formal pledging offistarted Sunday.

Kappa Alpha fraternity pledged
the largest number. The KA's
pledged the quota of 15 freshmen
on Sunday along with five transfer
students.
Sometime after midnight Sunday they pledged three
n to bring the pledge class
total to 22.
Some of the fraternities were
expected to supplement the pledge
sn helow by the time the
Sandspur goes to press.

Alpha Phi Lambda
The Alpha Phi Lambdas pledged
the following five men: Ed Angiers,
The chapel staff announces big plans highlighting its week-long
drive for t h e Chapel Fund. Designed with an eye toward making Kazam Barakat, Ed Scheer, John
the week a pleasant as well as profitable occasion, the staff has planned Philips and Ben Mount.
some entertaining parties for the student body.
Delta Chi
Thursday night—blanket movies. Bring yourself, your best girl,
The Delta Chis pledged the folpnd a blanket or something equally sittable-on, out to t h e HorseJ a n Schloot,
shoe. You'll enjoy, free of cost—three out-door movies, including a lowing nine men:
Bruce Lee, J e r r y Wood, Bill Sipcartoon, with all the advantages of
prell, Al Hansen, Bruce Elwell,
a drive-in—without having to drive Pi Phi's Pelicanize
John Hausserman, Charles Wallek, Ken Dunning.
Friday night—big square dance Only Two Desert
The Pi Phis invaded the Pelican
at Rec Hall. Mercer Henry will
Kappa Alpha
t e on hand to call the dances—and for the weekend of November 11,
The Kappa Alphas pledged the
id the occupying forces held the
it matters not a bit if you've never
following 16 freshmen: J e r r y O'ea firmly under control. The cold
danced a square in your life. I t ' s
Ed Starke, John Wetzel, Bill
easy, and terrific for the blood- and windy Saturday made swim- Wilkenson, Barclay Powers, Geo.
iing unstrategically favorable, so Cook, Fred Goodhart, Bill HamilAll kinds of local talent will enr offensive was spearheaded by
Ed
Hill, Don Marvin, Sam
tertain you during intermission, inaneuvers of Softball and t a g .
Barley, Dick Colabella, Bob Bufcluding Norma Jean Thaggard and
A band of reconnoitering Pi Phis
her dancing toes, and Bill Bugh id dates, headed by Shiela Libby fington, Bob Mairs, J e r r y Griggs,
and his musical tonsils. ..Admission and Dave Redding commenced op- and Ken Howard.
to this dance is by pin only. ..If
KAs pledged the following transdigging the old ship
you have contributed your two dolof the sand. They had it from fers: Alfredo Millet, Jack O'Keefe,
lars to t h e Chapel Fund, you get authorized sources that the ship Al Peterson, Mason Cooke, Charles
yourself a pin automatically—and
hundred and fifty years Duncan, and Squeeky Gourley.
a welcome to the square dance fun. old. This fall it was uncovered for
Lambda Chi Alpha
the first time in eight years.
Lambda Chi Alpha with the
The bonfire on the campsite Satsecond largest class pledged the
urday
night
proved
so
effective
as
JUST NOTICED
a morale-builder t h a t only two following sixteen m e n : Albert
Townsend, Tom D'Andrea, John
couples deserted to go bowling
Caswell, Peter Sturtevant, Fred
Dean and Mrs. Darrah and Dean Daytona. The order of the day
Baldwin, Chris Davis, Vic Dyk
Cleveland Joined President and Sunday was sleeping and swi:
Mrs. Wagner a t the Corrin Hall ming, and just enough sunburning huizen, Jack Spencer, Allen Curtis
house party in their honor. A to create sufficient
propagand; Lewis Duke, Fred Hollowauer,
little later Dean Darrah joined substantiating a mission completed Ralph Snyder, Ralph McDaniel,
Robert Nickolas, Mack Meiner and
President Wagner to take on Mrs. at the Pelican.
Larry Cunningham.
Wagner and Dean Cleveland in
a swift game of ping-pong.
Married
Sigma Nu
Sarah (Rusty) Zavelo to Stanley
Betsey Fletcher, Sandspur's ace
The Sigma Nus pledged the'folSociety Editor, laid so low by a Shader on November seventh. They
lowing 11 men: Stan Stipick, Leonvirus infection t h a t Mrs. Webber arc now residing in Winter Park.
ard Benson, Bobbie Jones, Barton
Engaged
had to hide her typewriter to keep
Beck, Peter Trone, Robert Tiller,
J a n Schloot and P a t Joern.
her from writing Party Line this
Richard Sydnor, Henry Menedez,
Pledged
Bud
Fisher, Marshall Davis and
Marie Perkins, Kappa Alpha
Don Geddes and Inez Libbey
coming up with one spoon after Theta, and Bobbie Spencer Chi 0 . Jim Haywood.
digging into a 150-year-old
wreck near the Pelican.

ship

Initiated
Dave Redding, Kappa Alpha.

Cyri - Lee
will be glad
to do your

• Light-Weight Wool Jersey 1
$17.95
•

White Slip-on Sweaters
$5.00
•

White Cotton Blouses
$3.95 and $4.50

Spinster school teacher Miss Moffat (Jan Olson) attempts t
a crisis in the third act of "The Corn Is Green." Left to right, the
cast includes Eleanor Hummel, Shirley Christensen, Lynn Bailey,
Miss Olson, Gerard Walker, and Ranny Walker. Review appears
on opposite page.

Beautiful Brand New
SHORT and LONG FORMALS
SPARKLING SEQUINS

—

SHIMMERING SILKS

CRINKLY TAFFETA

^vomce/L t/mfe&
NEW POSTAL BUILDING

X Club
The X Club added eight men to
a pledge class t h a t already included Tom Young and Jack Large.
The eight a r e : Bob Leader, Frank
Barker, Dick Seyler, Ev Williams,
Ed Morris, Jim Doran, Tom Nelson, and Bill Ross.

The

Gabardine Skirts—
Adjustable Waist Line
$7.95

CAST NOT SO GREEN

Christmas
Gift-Wrapping

j The Skirt
j

From the Me;

The Shoes
As if you didn't
9.95

wonderful CAPEZIOS

and
Mailing
111 E. Welbourne Ave.

^

( & X T & /
AIR CONDITIONED

PARK AVE., NO.

WINTER PARK
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Captains To Choose All-Stars
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jGal-Axy Of Sportsj
JBy Marnee Norrisj

- "p\X> ye>o *cis»e>w —

All captains of intramural footblal squads please fill out your
choice of a first string offense on this entry blank. These have to be
submitted to John Vereen, Sandspur Sports Editor by Saturday
November 24.
The big game of the week matchSANDSPUR ALL-STARS
ed t h e undefeated Kappas and
Back
Thetas. In a tense battle the KapBack
pas
once again proved their
Back
smooth team-work and determined
spirit a r e big factors in winning
ball-games. Pulling away from a
20-20 deadlock a t half-time, the defending champs picked up speed
to post a 42-33 win.
Perhaps significant is t h e fact
D'Agostino's
that while Ginny Apgar scored 28
of t h e Thetas' points, Lois LangelVILLA NOVA
lier and Ann Greene accounted for
BAR & GRILL
American & Italian Dishes 19 of the Kappa total and I lucked
out and scored 23 points. ..PersonFamous for Fine Foods
ally, I thought it was one of t h e
For a party of 20 or more
best games ever played in Rec
Hall.
Reserve our
Other winners were Indepen
BURGUNDY ROOM
Fairbanks Ave.
ffiloLlMilil'Hi
dents 49, Alpha Phi 39; Freshmen
U.S. Hi-way 17-92
30, Alpha Phi 24; Theta over P
Ph. W.P. 4-2684
Phi, Alpha Phi over Phi Mu, Freshmen over Chi Omega, Theta over
Gamma Phi, Pi Phi over Phi Mu
Gamma Phi over Phi Mu, Independent over Pi Phi, and Kappa
over Phi Mu.
terian game that gave Rollins the
COMING ATTRACTIONS: This
John DeGrove
victory, 14-13.
Wednesday, Nov. 22 thru Monday, Nov. 27
Friday, a t 4:15, t h e league-leading
The Rollins Sport-Light thi
Kappas meet the once-defeated In
Another great thrill of a slightly
1st ORLANDO SHOWING
dependents in a game that shouk week shines on a member of the different nature came during the
decide a great deal. A Kappa win gone but not forgotten game of Richmond game after Charlie kickwould practically insure their re
ed
three straight extra-points but
football. Although colorful crowds
PAUL HENREID
CATHERINE McLEOD
tention of the cup while a victory
longer cheer for dear old Rol- barely missed t h e fourth that
SELECTED SHORTS
for the Independents might neces
would have given Rollins a 28-27
lins,
there
are
among
us
men
who
sitate a play-off. The Independents
upset win over highly favored
TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY, Nov. 28 - 29
clash with the Thetas the follow- fought through many games J
Richmond.
ing Monday a t 5:00 in what should the Blue and Gold.
It would be a mistake, however,
be another very close game. That
to assume that Charlie's athletic
Outstanding among the play(
>me
will
rest
on
two
varsity
JOHN WAYNE
ELLA RAINES
ability is confined to football. Charperformers, Ginny Apgar and Car- still with us is Charlie Knecht,
lie rowed two years of the varsity
olyn Herring, who scored 27 points
an who played three years
crew in '48; in the latter year he
against Alpha Phi.
irsity guard for the Tars.
was a member of one of the greatA quick look a t the record book
est crews that Rollins ever had.
Charlie also doubled as an <
shows the Kappas out front sportThey swept t h e State Championi 4-0 won-lost record, then t h e pert extra-point kicker. Unlike the
ship and went on to barely lose to
hmen with 3-0, and t h e Inde- present days of football speciali
Boston in the Dad-Vail Regetta.
Charlie
played
offensive
;
pendents and Thetas tied for thirc
defensive ball equally well for the Intramural sports serve to furith a 3-1 slate.
ther illustrate Charlie as an outCHEERS: Sure is good to have Tars.
Rec Hall alive and yelling for the
'Once in a lifetime" thrills that standing versatile athlete. He
games.
Makes you raally fee Rollins will never forget include played both Intramural Softball
All t h e above
like playing. Keep it u p !
his extra point kick in the last and basketball.
you aren't busy this week-end, fleeting moments of the Presby comes from a man who spent four
years in t h e fourth Marine Diwhat about dropping over to t h e
vision—twenty-eight months of it
Orlando Tennis Club to see Ruth
in the Pacific.
Pate, Elaine Lewicki, Doris Jensen,
Jo Dunn, yours truly, and many
If you are in need of
On t h e scholastic side Charlie is
•g banging that little bal
a History Major and hopes to make
around the Florida State TournaTransportation
coaching and teaching his career.
schedule? Starts on ThursFinals on Sunday. Dorie is
TO
defending champ.
DICK SCHWEIZER'S
ATHLETE OF THE W E E K : J o
LU SAIR
Dunn, Kappa, for her tremendous
SILVER COACH
>b of guarding during the KappaCall Orlando 3-1515
Theta game.
Now
and we will send a
F I N A L WHISTLE: I t isn't

HARPER'S

Charlie Knccht Standout O n

Varsity Crew and Football Squad

WINTER PARK DRIVE-IN
"SO YOUNG, SO BAD"

"TALL IN THE SADDLE"

whether you win or lose that
is, but how you play the game.

CAR for you

Serving
From 7 A.M. to 9 P.M.
FAIRBANKS AVE.

WHERE ARZ YOU GOING?
»
Students al the American Institute for Foreign Trade can
answer this question. They are preparing themselves for
careers overseas with American business firms or government agencies. Under the guidance of distinguished men
who have served abroad, they plan successful careers in
foreign trade. The intensive course of study is designed
for mature students doing upper-level college work. It
is a dynamic new idea in education that teaches not only
business techniques, fluency in foreign languages, but
understanding of the world outside.

Begins February 2, I!

G. I. BUI. Accredited

\Jo% cataloa . . . unite to
Director of Admissions

American Institute for Foreign Trade
(

Thunderbird Field I, Phoenix, Arizona

COLONY

•

THEATRE
AIR CONDITIONED
DOORS OPEN 12:48
SATURDAY thru FRIDAY
(Nov. 25 thru Dec 1st)
1st Winter Park Area Showing
Those "Singing Eweet hearts"
of "That Midnight Kissare back in their newest
and finset hit:
Kathryn GRAYSON
Mario LANZA
"THE TOAST OF
NEW ORLEANS"
COLOR BY TECHNICOLOR
STARTING SATURDAY
John Payne
Maureen O'Hara in

I
t
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WILL H E MAKE I T

BIG BLUE
By JOHN VEREEN
An All intramural football team
will be chosen for the next issue
by the captains of the respective
teams in the league. Each captain will submit their own team
and the ones getting the most votes
will make up this year's All-Star
Intramural squad and will receive
one lolly pop from the Sandspur.

T a r men a r e shown here warming up for regular s
preconference game with Ivey's of Daytona.

Loopsters Prove

Indies Golfmen

Mettle In Fray

Still Undefeated

By Lois Langellier
Scoring 24 markers in t h e final
stanza, the Blue and Gold cagers
took their second pre-conference
win by dropping Ivey's of Daytona
Beach 64-46 in the Orlando high
school gym.
Frank Barker, T a r center, lead
the scoring attack by tallying nine
field goals and netting three free
throws for a total of 21 marks.
Ernest Williams filled the runnerup position for the Rollins basketmen with 15 tallies while Dick
Seylor, Daytona's worst threat during the initial game between these
aggregations, racked up 13. Connally and Pillitch paced the Ivey
crew with 11 each.
Taking a 14-4 lead in the first
quarter Rollins remained in front
throughout the game. The scoring after this stanza was much
closer although t h e Tars never
failed to equal the "Beach-boys"
baskets.
The R-men accounted for a 2713 advantage before intermission.
The Tars controlled both backboards with Pete F a y and Frank
Barker supplying most of the r e bounding.
Each team racked in 13 counters
to push the score to a 40-26 lead
for Jack McDowalPs basketeers.
During the final quarter Williams
and Barker set the pace for a
rally which added 24 points for the
Big Blue club. The Daytona crew
was unable to make the game as
interesting as the former meeting
when both squads played nip and
tuck ball with Rollins edging Iveys
by four points.

DIXON'S Shoe Shop
528 Park Ave., South
24 HOUR SERVICE

THE X CLUB TOPPED THE
ALPHA PHI'S IN T H E ONLY
COMPLETED MATCH OF T H E
WEEK.
The past week has been a bad
one for the intramural golf program as only one match was
finished.
The first half of the X ClubAlpha Phi match was played Saturday when Buddy Tate and
George Whiddon successfully topped the Alpha Phi team of Stan
Eudd and Charlie Robinson. There
were no outstanding scores during
this match, but due credit should
be given to Buddy Tate who successfully managed several shots
through the trees.
In the second half of the match
which was played Sunday, Bob
Neuhaus and Al Forehand had
to give way to t h e more skillful
X Club team of Jim Kelly and Pete
Fay. Credit should also be given
to Bob Neuhaus, who had not
played previous to this match, but
who did relatively well considering
his experience with the game.
THE KA'S TOPPED T H E LAMBDA CHI'S 8-1
In the first half of £heir match
with t h e Lambda Chi's, the KA
golf team took 8 of the possible
9 points. Low man Dave Shelly
and John Gray played Lambda
Chi's Charlie Knecht and Ernie
Eickelberg, Saturday. The remaining half of the match will be
played a t a later date. The teams
will be: Clason Kyle and Jim
Wesley for the KA's, and Bill Munsey and George Munson for the
Lambda Chi's.

X Club will win the league and
have several outstanding players.
Dan Daughtery has turned outstanding rushing feats along with
Lyle Chambers. Dickie Williams
has sparked the offense and will
be a very probable choice for one
of the campus honors.
Sigma Nu will probably fill the
number two spot because of their
big offensive line. Led by Don
Matchett, guard, and Buddy High,
center and pass catcher, the Snake
line has been a standout in all of
their games. Bill Gordon filled the
backfield spot of fullback well in
his passing role.
Lambda Chi's look like they will
take third spot in the league and
rightly so by the spark of Joe Hull
and Bill Muncey. Stan Smith has
been their outstanding lineman of
Joe Williams has been hindered
by not having the proper pass protection but his Stirling attempts
make him an outstanding man on
the fourth or fifth place K.A.
There are other men that have
done outstanding feats and the relit of the All-star squad will be
announced in next week's Sand-

LAKE SHORE
Motor Court

ndependents Defeat X Club
In Decisive Tennis Match
By Don Jones
X CLUB LOSES TO UNDEFEATED INDEPENDENTS
Sunday afternoon the Independent tennis team broke the tie
between themselves and the X Club to take first place in intramural
tennis.
An outstanding show of athletic ability was shown by Billy Key
in his match with Buzz Benson. Having played only once previous
to the day's match, Billy successfully managed to claim a set from Buzz
is regarded as one of Rollins' top players. In the match, Buzz
the first set 6-2, but Billy came through to take the second set
Buzz then took the third set 6-0 for a successful win for the
Independents. •
Both the X club doubles team of Ed Motch and Scotty Witherall,
the Independent team of Buzz Benson and Peter Sturtevant had
been undefeated, but Sunday's match found the Independents stronger.
Defeating the X Club 6-4, 6-3, the Independents showed no exceptional
:r over the Club; it seemed t h a t both teams were not up to their
usual playing standard.
AT T H E END OF TWO MATCHES PLAYED SUNDAY T H E
DELTA CHI'S AND ALPHA P H I ' S A R E TIED U P .
In the second singles match, Buddy Morrison made a good stand
against Alpha Phi's new pledge, Ed Scheer. Ed Scheer, who is regarded as one of New England's best tennis players, had Buddy 5-1 in t h e
last third set. Each had won one set each and Buddy determined to
win the third, came within three points of tying the match before Ed
:ook the set.

LET'S GO BOWLING
Rollins Students Specially Welcome
Enjoy Bowling at its Finest at REDUCED
Afternoon Rates.

THE

BOWLISEUM

N. Orange Ave. and New Hampshire Ave.
AIRCONDITIONED

We Will Treat You Right
AT

DALLAS BOWER'S
COLLEGE GARAGE
U.S. Tire Distributor
FAIRBANKS AVENUE

Orlando Ave.
on Lake Killarney
Excellent Accommodations
for Family or Friends

Meet the Tribe
at the

Tepee Club
947 N. ORANGE AVE.

THE DELTA CHI'S FORFEITED
THEIR MATCH TO T H E INDEPENDANTS WHO STILL REMAIN U N D E F E A T E D .

WINTER PARK

HAVE YOU HEARD

TAYLOR'S PHARMACY

that the

Prescriptions Accurately Filled

NORTH POLE

Lelong, Yardley, Germaine Montiel, Tussey, Lentheric
102 N. PARK AVE.

WINTER PARK
DIAL 4-3701

Prima Ballerinas

You're Always Welcome at

REEVES JEWELERS

Tops in a Dancing Slipper
Black or White

Now Features a complete line
of tasty Sandwiches in addition
to its famous frozen custard?

WATCH, CLOCK AND JEWELRY REPAIR

R, C, BAKER
346 S. PARK AVE.

WINTER PARK

202 PARK AVE., S.

1399 NO. ORANGE AVE.
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BEAUTY QUEEN VISITS ROLLINS CAMPUS

Cash Awards For
Your Pep Song
Rollins Cheerleaders a r e sponsoring a Pep Song Contest, open tc
Rollins students and faculty. The
contest will be held and judged
on January 17, during the Wedi
day assembly period in the Annie
Russell Theatre.
The presentation of the song
sponsible by the contestants m
be a general pep song, with lyj
suitable for any sport; catchy,
tuneful, and easy melody to learn.
The two best original tunes with
lyrics will be awarded $15 and $10.
A $5 award will be given to anyone making an outstanding adaptation to an already familiar mel-

All Recalled
Veterans Must
Notify V A

Tickets Available
For Xmas Service
The traditional Christmas Candlelight .Service will be held Sun.
day, December 10th, a t 6:15 Pjj
and 8:80 I'M, »nd
December 12th, a t 7:30 PM.
Professor Woodruff, director of
the Chapel Choir, said, "I believe
the Christmas Service this y e a r
will be t h e best one we've ever
riven. The choir, thLs year, j s
ery outstanding and is well bal.

Veterans recalled to ac
t a r y duty while receiving benefit
payments from Veterans Administration should notify V-A immediately of their recall, T. M. Rives,
of the V-A, said today.
The notification should include
ie veteran's " C " (claims) numsr, his complete name and ad- Cards of admission may be se.
dress, the amount of the V-A pay- ured by students, Faculty, and
what it's for, and the date itaff, without charge, from N 0 .
he is to go back into service.
vember 23rd thru I).
receives a payment After that time they will be given
covering any period after he has the general public.
Students living on campus will
A neatly written manuscript of entered active duty, he should rethe song, both words and music turn it to t h e V-A office which get cards from their I
records.
Otherwise, it
must be in the hands of the judges
a house representative.
will
be
held
a
s
an
overpayment
by January 10th. They will be
Day students, faculty and staff
representative from the music deust apply a t the Chapel office in
partment, two basketball players,
Rives also stated that it will person or by mail, giving time and
one cheerleader and Ken Horton,
:essary to discontinue medimber of tickets desired.
at the time of the contest judging. ical and dental services in the V-A
The Christmas Service will be
office in Orlando, Florida, from
i Submit all entries to box
icorded by the National Broad,
December
2,
1950.
I Prize winning songs will be reprocasting Company on Sunday, De| duced in a new song book and in The discontinuance of thi
cember 3rd, and will be hroadcast
ces is necessary because of budge- all over the country on Christmas
tary limitations, but every effort Eve.
will be made to continue effective
The candlebearcrs to precede the
PETS NOT ALLOWED service to veterans.
choir will be Diane Vigeant, Hester
ARMY TEST
IN COLLEGE DORMS The Army Classification Test, Davis, Helen Demetrelis, and Carolyn Alfred.
Strict enforcement of t h e Col which every new serviceman must
lege regulation regarding no pet take upon entering 1 the Army, will
WHO'S WHO
in dormitories and eating places be published
the November
(Continued from page 1)
will be enforced.
villi ii
Liberty Maga;
fraternity.
majoring i
In the "R" Book, page 33—No. 7,
it states, "Students are not allowed
This is one chance for every
Wilson Tate, Jacksonville, histo have pets in any college dormi- prospectn
tory major, senior class president,
going to take before he member X Club, " R " Club, and
Several students have violated
Student Council. He is a football
this rule and have kept dogs, squi
and baseball varsity man.
rels, and monkeys in their roorr
Ann Lewis Turley, Richmond,
as well as taken them to the Center
Ky., business administration maand Beanery. The Executive Counjoi. secretary of Student Council,
Yolanda Bebetze, Miss America of
cil of t h e Faculty Committee has
iber of Libra, Pi Gamma Mu
lins campus next Monday
asked all students to remove aniShow.
and Sandspur staff.
mals from the college dormitories
Dallas Williams, English major
Detours on Fairbanks Avenue,
by next Saturday. The heads of
the dormitories have been instruct- from Park to where Holt and of Wheaton, 111., editor of FlaPRARIE LAKE
Orange Avenues meet, will con- mingo literary magazine, member
ed to enforce this regulation.
! until about February 1, 1951, of Choir, Publications Union and
DRIVE-IN
There is a Florida State Law
W. Caldwell, the secretary of Sandspur staff.
forbidding dogs in any eating plac
the Chamber of Commerce, disWho's Who Among Students in
any animal found in t h
Yolanda Betbeze, Miss America
American Universities and Colleges
of 1951, will visit the Rollins Cam- Beanery or the Center will be dis
This heavily travelled street, by
a student job placement servWED. thru TUES.
pus for lunch on Monday, Novem- posed of.
students and citizens of Winter
which functions widely through
ber 27, in connection with the CenNov. 22 - 28
Park, is now under construction so the < intry.
tal Florida Home Show starting
t h a t a new sewage system can be
that evening in Orlando.
istalled. The plans also call for TALENT NIGHT
Miss Betbeze, who hails from
ie widening and paving of Fair(Continued from page 1)
Mobile, Alabama, is expected to arbanks Avenue. The State Roads ight of the skit was a dance given
the Orlando Airport Sun"The Miniver Story"
Department h a s given t h e con-by Norma Jean Thaggard.
day evening, November 26. She
' -act for this project to the HubThe
judges chose Phi Mu, Alpha
appear Monday through Fribard Construction Company of Or- Phi, and Gamma Phi to compete in
day (November 27-December 1, inilusive) in both the Home Show
WEDNESDAY
Work has been cor
A dance lasting until ten foli the
>roper and t h e water show, both
Nov. 29 - ONLY
ain drainage sewei
lowed the talent show.
of which will continue through Sat-

Fairbanks Ave.
To Be Widened

Miss A n
Lunches Here

•day a t the Coliseum.

All Cartoon Show
For Goodfellow's
Christmas Fund

be relaid.
TREE MOVIES
Oak trees along Fairbanks had
(Continued from page 1)
to be removed before t h e project of t h e handicrafts, dances, and
could be started.
sic of t h e inhabitants of
the Great Smoky Mountains.
Students desiring plane reser- I The black and white films are
vations and tickets are requested
Brazil, a view of Rio de Janeiro,
to go to the Student Center on
Santos, and Sao Paulo and all
Tuesday, Dec. 5th.
steps in t h e process of coffee proMr. Smith of National Air
duction from harvesting to shipLines will be there to take or- ping and How Do You Zoo, a visit
ders from 9:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. with the animals of the St. Louis
| Zoo.

THE SANDSPUR
Makes Good Reading
for the Family
SEND A COPY HOME

Halfway between
Sanford
and Orlando off Route 17-92,
1 mile west of Sanford-Orlando Kennel Club.

LONGWOOD HOTEL
Home of the Rollins Room
SMORGASBORG $1.00
COMPLETE DINNER $1.50

TOM & JERRY'S
COCKTAIL LOUNGE

SUNNILAND TRAVEL BUREAU
LANIER TRAVEL SERVICE

Sfe
OPEN SUNDAYS

AIR, BUS AND STEAMSHIP
TICKETS, TOURS AND CRUISES

Shuffleboard - Dancing
117 N. Orlando Avenue

Ormond A. McAbee
"Your Travel Agent"

WINTER PARK

Students enjoy t h e newly decorated •
used to be a storage
space for e
weekend Elsir 01
Shaw,
playing her
beachcombers.

